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Advances in three-dimensional (3D) printing techniques and the development of tailored biomaterials have facilitated the

precise fabrication of biological components and complex 3D geometrics over the past few decades. Moreover, the

notable growth of 3D printing has facilitated pharmaceutical applications, enabling the development of customized drug

screening and drug delivery systems for individual patients, breaking away from conventional approaches that primarily

rely on transgenic animal experiments and mass production.
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1. Introduction

Since its introduction in the 1980s, three-dimensional (3D) printing has become a representative adjunct manufacturing

technology. This technology was first developed for rapid prototyping and is widely applied in various industrial fields,

including automotive, home appliances, space, and consumer goods . In particular, advances in 3D printing techniques

and the advent of printable/biocompatible materials have facilitated the fabrication of customized products in recent years

. Since the early 2000s, 3D bioprinting using biological materials such as cells and biomolecules has been successfully

applied in tissue engineering to directly create living structures that reproduce the behavior of natural living systems .

The multiple advantages of 3D printing and bioprinting have become a major driving force for the rapid development of

pharmaceutical applications, including drug screening and drug delivery systems (Figure 1A).

Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration showing advances in pharmaceutical applications, including drug screening and drug

delivery system (DDS) by employing 3D printing and bioprinting technology. (B) The average drug development timeline

for one FDA-approved drug.

The development of new drugs is a high-cost and time-consuming endeavor, with high risks involved due to preclinical

validation and clinical trials. Reportedly, an estimated 12–15 years are required for a single new drug candidate to

undergo a series of evaluations before market availability (Figure 1B) . For successful drug development, potential

drugs are commonly identified and optimized through drug screening, followed by the selection of a candidate drug to

progress to clinical trials. During the preclinical phase, drug candidates are screened for biological activity, toxicity,

metabolism, pharmacological efficacy, and medicinal value using disease models for validating their efficacy and safety for

further clinical trials. However, despite the prolonged evaluatory period, it has been reported that approximately 50% of

failures can be attributed to unpredictable drug toxicity and inefficiency .

Over the past few decades, drug screening has conventionally depended on transgenic animals as disease models.

However, the use of animal models raises serious ethical concerns, as well as confer inevitable limitations in precisely

representing human tissue in the context of pathophysiology owing to genetic discrepancies . Statistically, approximately

half the drugs that have been proven safe in animal testing are found to be harmful to humans, while others remain

nontoxic . In an attempt to overcome the limitations of animal models, two-dimensional (2D)-based cell cultures have

been employed as a screening platform for potential drug candidates. However, recent studies have revealed that cells

cultured on a planar substrate differ not only in inherent phenotypes  but also in terms of cellular functions, such as
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migration , proliferation , and differentiation  when compared with cells cultured in 3D microenvironments.

Accordingly, 3D printing improves the existing drug screening platforms by accurately depositing biomaterials containing

patient-derived cells and can reproduce the natural environment of the diseased human body.

In addition to drug screening, the development of printable materials with various biodegradation profiles has facilitated

the manufacture of drug delivery systems with individually controlled doses and customized medical devices that closely

match the patient anatomical features . A key objective of therapeutic administration is maintaining bloodstream drug

levels between the maximum level that would cause toxicity and the minimum value that would be inefficacious in the

body . However, the plasma drug level rapidly increases after traditional dosing strategies, followed by a gradual

decrease, necessitating successive dosing at regular intervals to maintain drug levels within an appropriate therapeutic

window, thus resulting in patient inconvenience . Moreover, most medical treatments are designed for the average

patient as a one-size-fits-all approach, which might be successful in some but challenging to other patients. Furthermore,

outcomes may differ among individuals in terms of drug efficacy or side effects. Traditional mass manufacture of drug

delivery systems has failed to afford a cost-effective approach to address the diversity of therapeutic regimens caused by

individual differences . Therefore, current investigations assessing 3D printed drug delivery have focused on

developing personalized drug delivery systems with controlled drug release profiles within the desired range, with minimal

administration frequency.

2. Advent of 3D Printing for Pharmaceutical Application

3D printing is an additive manufacturing process for creating three-dimensional objects from a digital file. 3D bioprinting

has been recognized as a promising technology for creating tissue-based platforms with high reproducibility and versatility

by accurately positioning biomaterials together with cells and biomolecules. These features of 3D bioprinting are directly

associated with requirements of drug screening and drug delivery systems, enabling the design of more advanced

pharmaceutical applications. To meticulously design a physiologically functioning model/device, researchers should

consider various aspects of 3D bioprinting, such as suitable biomaterials, cell sources, and printing strategies.

2.1. Bioink

The appropriate choice of printable biomaterials, commonly referred to as bioinks, is essential for building tissue

architectures with desired biophysical and biochemical properties. Biomaterials currently employed as bioinks are

predominantly natural or synthetic-based polymers, which should possess features of biocompatibility and printability. In

selecting an appropriate bioink, the major features of each bioink should be considered.

Naturally derived biomaterials offer greater similarity to biophysical and biochemical constituents in native tissues, thereby

closely recapitulating biological responses when compared with synthetic biomaterials. Numerous natural polymers

isolated from animal or human tissues have been developed as bioinks and have revealed superior cell affinity to promote

cellular functions such as migration, proliferation, and differentiation . However, most natural bioinks, including collagen

, gelatin , alginate , and hyaluronic acid  possess only a single protein component of the ECM and remain

limited in representing intrinsic biophysical and biochemical elements such as growth factors, glycosaminoglycans,

laminin, fibronectin, and elastin . From this perspective, recent studies have highlighted the significance of

decellularized ECM (dECM) as a promising bioink, allowing a niche microenvironment with synergistic effects on

encapsulated cells . Based on the differential proteomic analysis, Han et al. confirmed that a variety of inherent

matrisome protein constituents were retained in each dECM bioink, playing a crucial role in inducing tissue-specific

cellular behavior . Although natural polymer-derived bioinks can provide better cell affinity, their weak mechanical

properties hinder the construction of cellular architectures. To compensate for the innate limitations of naturally derived

bioinks, several researchers have utilized synthetic polymers that can improve or modulate a wide range of features,

including mechanical properties, degradation profiles, crosslinking mechanisms, and chemical compositions . Huston et

al., for instance, developed a photocrosslinkable composite hydrogel by incorporating poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and

methacrylated gelatin (GelMA) (i.e., denatured collagen), and demonstrated that its biological and mechanical properties

could be adjustable by altering the concentration of each component . As an alternative approach, Pati et al. showed

that 3D bioprinting using multiple bioinks can compensate for the weak mechanical properties of naturally derived

polymers by first depositing synthetic polymers that serve as a supportive framework .

Selecting a proper bioink depends on various factors, such as the characteristics of the target tissue, printing strategy, and

biological process. To effectively build a drug screening platform and drug delivery device, it is necessary to continue

developing and optimizing physically and chemically tunable biomaterials.
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2.2. Cell Source

Although most drug delivery devices are acellular, appropriate cell selection is a paramount factor in designing a drug

screening platform to represent the physiological state and pathological process of the tissue of interest more precisely.

Three types of cell sources (primary cells, cell lines, and stem cells) are commonly used to create a 3D bioprinted cellular

model. To narrow the gap in biological responses due to genetic discrepancies between animals and humans, most in

vitro platforms for disease modeling prefer utilizing cells derived from human tissue . Among various cell types,

primary cells directly isolated from the tissue have the advantage of reproducing tissue functions at specific points or

stages . However, several challenges concerning the limited lifetime and donor-to-donor variations need to be resolved

. Cells that can continuously propagate over a prolonged period are called cell lines and have homogeneous

phenotypic and genotypic features. These immortalized cell lines can proliferate indefinitely through genetic mutations or

artificial modifications. Compared with other cell types, cell lines can be purchased at a low price and allow convenient

handling. Accordingly, cell lines can be ideal for testing cells to establish a new tissue fabrication platform. However, cell

lines are less preferred as a biologically relevant option because they lose the inherent characteristics of the original

tissue. Hence, cell lines are not preferably used for the development of personalized artificial tissues. The third type of cell

commonly used in 3D bioprinting is stem cells, including mesenchymal stem cells, embryonic stem cells, and induced

pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Stem cells characterized by self-renewal and differentiation potency are gradually

attracting attention due to the unlimited potential for tissue regenerative medicine and in vitro human disease modeling. In

particular, the ability to reprogram donor-specific properties enables an improved understanding of phenotypic variability

and disease mechanisms, possibly providing an accurate solution focused on a specific patient . Stem cells with

different lineages and potencies have been widely utilized in 3D bioprinting for human disease modeling. For example,

Dai et al. created a brain tumor model using glioma stem cells, known to be the primary cell type closely associated with

high-grade gliomas . The researchers verified that stem cells composing the brain tumor model maintained their

intrinsic characteristics while affording differentiation potential during the entire in vitro culture period. However, the ability

of stem cells to precisely regulate the differentiation pathways into desired lineages and the immature cell phenotype

genetically similar to fetal cells needs to be addressed .

Regardless of the nature of the cell source, there is a high possibility of variations between batches, attributed to various

causes such as technical skills of users, differences in culture conditions , and inconsistent cell differentiation potency

. Therefore, it is essential to characterize cells through multiple assays and approaches to reduce inconsistencies and

variations between experiments .

2.3. Printing Strategy

The 3D printing strategy for biomaterial deposition includes inkjet-based, extrusion-based, and laser-assisted printing.

These approaches possess different features, including the printing mechanism, resolution, speed, and applicable

biomaterials. Herein, we provide a brief overview of the respective printing strategies.

2.3.1. Inkjet-Based 3D Printing

Inkjet-based 3D printing is a non-contact approach that allows controlled volumes of liquid bioink to be precisely

dispensed onto a planar substrate (Figure 2A). Inkjet printers employ thermal, piezoelectric, or electromagnetic methods

to apply bioinks drop-wise from a nozzle. Thermal inkjet printers electrically heat the printing head up to 300 °C, inflating

an air bubble to eject the droplet. It has been confirmed that markedly high temperatures do not have harmful effects on

biological molecules or cells in the bioink because localized and momentary (~2 µs) heating increases the overall

temperature to only 4–10 °C . Piezoelectric inkjet printing creates droplets at regular intervals by generating pressure

with an acoustic wave inside the printing head, whereas the electromagnetic approach uses electromagnetic forces such

as Lorentz or permanent magnetic configurations to position the droplets.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration showing printing strategy. (A) Inkjet-based 3D printing, (B) extrusion-based 3D printing,

and light-assisted 3D printing, including (C) laser-induced forward transfer technique, (D) stereolithography, and (E)

photon polymerization technique.

Inkjet printing can regulate the amount of bioink ejected with a high resolution of up to 20 μm . Using a commercial

inkjet printer, Roth et al. achieved highly precise cellular patterns in various shapes by depositing biologically active

proteins, which modulate cell attachment . In addition, Christensen et al. demonstrated the feasibility of inkjet

bioprinting to build a cell structure similar to that of blood vessels with horizontal and vertical branches . Inkjet

bioprinters enable the fabrication of multiple tissues within a limited area. For example, Xu et al. successfully produced a

complex heterogeneous construct composed of three different cell types . Recent studies have demonstrated the

potential of the inkjet printing technique in HTS for drug discovery, as it offers miniaturization, repeatability, low costs, high

resolution, and generation of minimal waste and contamination . Furthermore, the inkjet-based approach is widely

applied for creating a plethora of microarrays for genomic and pharmacological profiling of a biochemical pathway of

interest . Hughes et al. developed a microarray system for gene expression profiling using oligonucleotides synthesized

using an inkjet bioprinting-based approach .

Although inkjet bioprinting has gained momentum in recent decades owing to its versatile potential, there remain

limitations that need to be solved in the near future. As only bioinks with low viscosity (~0.1 Pa·s) can be applied in inkjet

printers, the narrow range of printable bioinks has often been challenging in inkjet-based bioprinting . In addition, its

drop-by-drop biomaterial deposition might prolong the printing time, resulting in the increased likelihood of nozzle clogging

.

2.3.2. Extrusion-Based 3D Printing

Extrusion-based 3D printing continuously deposits a stream of bioink on a substrate driven by pneumatic  or

mechanical  dispensing systems (Figure 2B). The pneumatic system is the most commonly utilized extrusion

method owing to its low cost and ease of use. It uses compressed air to push the bioink, while the mechanical method

employs a piston or screw to force the materials to be extruded through a nozzle. However, a mechanically driven

approach can precisely regulate the amount of extruded material when compared with the pneumatic system, causing a

delay time due to the compressed air volume. Unlike inkjet-based 3D printing that requires low-viscosity bioink, both

extrusion mechanisms can employ a wide range of high-viscosity bioinks (0.03–6 10  Pa·s), including dECM, gelatin,

alginate solution, and thermally or chemically molten synthetic polymers . Undoubtedly, the use of bioink that

has high mechanical strength affords the possibility of fabricating a final tissue architecture with more robust mechanical

properties.

Extrusion-based 3D printing allows the selective printing of multiple types of bioinks in a predefined location , which

also contributes to simplifying the fabrication process by simultaneously printing cellular components and structural

support . More recently, extrusion-based 3D printing was shown to achieve fiber-shaped tubular constructs using a

coaxial nozzle , which simultaneously extrudes alginate-laden bioink and Ca -laden fugitive bioink via the shell and

core of a coaxial nozzle, respectively.

It is essential to consider the cell damage inflicted from shear stress during nozzle passage in extrusion-based 3D printing

. Accordingly, to protect cells from stress during passage through the nozzle, bioinks should exhibit shear-thinning

behavior, reducing viscosity under shear strain. This property decreases the stress inflicted on cells and maintains the

printed shape . Furthermore, although low pressure and a large nozzle size probably maintain high cell viability, the

trade-off is a limited resolution and printing speed. Hence, researchers should establish diverse printing conditions that

barely influence cell viability and additional functionalities before producing the final tissue product.
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2.3.3. Light-Assisted 3D Printing

Light-assisted 3D printing is divided into laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) and stereolithography (STL) techniques.

First, LIFT consists of a pulsed laser, an energy-absorbing support, and a substrate where the bioinks are deposited

(Figure 2C). The energy-absorbing support was coated with a cell-laden hydrogel at the lower surface. This technology

provides a high printing resolution by controlling the droplet transfer to the receiving substrate. When the laser is focused

on the energy-absorbing layer, the energy absorption generates a vapor pocket or mechanical wave that forces the

droplet to be separated from the support. The resolution of light-assisted printing is generally known to range between 20

and 30 μm and is associated with several parameters such as energy per surface, viscosity of the bioink, surface tension,

and the thickness of the energy-absorbing support . Unlike inkjet- or extrusion-based approaches, as this strategy does

not require any printing nozzles, it can avoid the issue of nozzle clogging with biological materials. Despite its superior

capability in affording high cell viability and resolution, this system is limited due to the operational costs of laser-assisted

printers and preparation of printing components such as the energy-absorbing layer and collecting substrate .

STL, one of the oldest 3D printing technologies, enables the creation of complex geometry in a layer-by-layer fashion by

selectively solidifying liquid photopolymers with ultraviolet (UV), infrared, or visible light (Figure 2D) . This technology

projects a 2D slice containing cross-sectional information of a 3D model from biomedical information, such as magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) or CT, onto a photopolymer reservoir, thereby allowing the fabrication of a volumetric and

arbitrary structure at a rapid speed when compared with a biomaterial deposition-based approach through a printing

nozzle. The focal size of the light source determines its printing resolution, which is usually at the microscale level .

High shape fidelity with rapid fabrication speed has enabled researchers to produce highly elaborate structures useful for

biomedical applications. More recently, the two-photon polymerization-based approach, a direct-writing technique, has

been introduced as a promising new technology (Figure 2E). When the laser is focused at a single point in the

photosensitive monomer, it begins to polymerize by simultaneously absorbing two photons. The high feature resolution

due to the unique polymerization mechanism has allowed the fabrication of biomedical devices at micro/nanoscale sizes

. Gittard et al. successfully developed microneedle array templates for the transdermal delivery of protein-based

pharmacological agents, and the dimensions of each microneedle were hundreds of micrometers . Initially, as

photocurable materials in STL were unsuitable for use with living cells, they were utilized to build patient-specific models

of interest as surgical guides to reduce time and potential risks in the operating theater . However,

biocompatible/photosensitive materials such as collagen type I , laminin , streptavidin , and PEG-based hydrogels

 have been successfully developed in recent years. Many researchers have created implantable and anatomically

patient-specific devices for the skin, heart valves , aortas , and nasal implants  using the STL-based approach.

Light-assisted 3D printing has a significant advantage in constructing complex structures rapidly, but it remains

challenging to build a heterogeneous construct consisting of multiple materials. Thus, the selection of an appropriate

printing strategy should be considered based on the characteristics of each printing technology.

This review provides a summary and brief classification of pharmaceutical applications applied to 3D printing technology.

We first discuss the requirements of drug screening and drug delivery systems for advanced pharmaceuticals, which

could be met by 3D printing. Furthermore, we describe the current methodological approaches of 3D printing applicable to

the pharmaceutical field. Lastly, based on the strategy of 3D printing for more advanced drug screening and drug delivery

systems, we introduce the recent pharmaceutical applications of 3D printing.
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